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The possible presence of isotopic disequilibrium in coexisting mineral phases in coarse grained 
refractory inclusion (CGI) that have crystallised from a melt can provide important clues towards 
understanding the processes involved during the formation of such inclusions as well as in identifi- 
cation of relict phases in them. The presence of relict grains can also provide important constraints 
on the thermal history of the CGIs. We present here results from our detailed ion-probe study of 
magnesium isotopic compositions in spinels and melilites from the Efremovka Type B1 inclusion 
E40. Results from our initial study of magnesium isotopic composition in this inclusion were 
presented earlier (1). I t  exhibits a well behaved A1-Mg isochron with an initial 26A1/27Al ratio 
of (4.6 f 0.9) x We have also shown in that the study that Mg isotopic composition in 
melilite near the rim favours the heavier isotopes while it is nearly normal as one moves towards 
the inclusion interior. This trend can be very well explained if there was a volatalisation event 
effecting the parent melt prior to solidification (1,2). We now present data on magnesium isotopic 
compositions in both melilites and spinels across nearly radial traverses in this inclusion. The 
melilite data confirm the enrichment in heavy Mg-isotope as one moves towards the inclusion 
boundary. The spinel data however donot show such a trend (fig.1). Fractionation in most of 
the analysed spinels, both from the inclusion interior as well as the inclusion boundary favour the 
heavier isotopes suggesting that these spinels are not in isotopic equilibrium with the melilites 
in this inclusion. There are however some spinels in the inclusion interior that have FMQ values 
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that are close to the melilite values (see fig.l), and, these spinels could have been derived from 
the parent melt of this inclusion alongwith the melilites. To conclusively establish the presence of 
isotopic disequilibrium between the spinels and melilites, we have to rule out possible redistribu- 
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tion of spinels with high FMg, that have initially crystallized near the inclusion boundary.Such a 
possibility can arise if we consider that spinel crystallization in CGI preceeds that of melilite and 
the rapid crystallization of melilite pushed some of the spinels into the inclusion interior leading to 
the commonly observed spinel-rich cores in many CGIs(3). One may therefore expect a mixture 
of spinels in the interior of the inclusion E40 some of which are characterized by high FMg values 
representing spinels originally formed near the inclusion boundary. As the spinel population in 
this inclusion has two distinct size groupings, smaller spinels ( N  10pm) near the inclusion bound- 
ary with high FMg values, and relatively larger (20-60pm) ones in the inclusion interior, one can 
test the above hypothesis by looking for variation in FMg values within individual interior spinels 
that have at least some region characterised by high FMg. We shall report the results of this study 
at the conference. 

If we consider that the difference in the FMg values between the spinels and melilites in this 
inclusion represents isotopic disequilibrium between these two phases, the spinels with high F M ~  
values cannot be derived from the same parent melt as the melilites. These spinels are,therefore, 
most probable relict grains that were present in the parent melt of E-40 ,and, points towards 
incomplete melting of the parent material of this inclusion. The lack of isotopic exchange between 
the relict spinels and the source melt of this inclusion allows us to place limits on the cooling rate 
of the parent melt of E-40 based on the recent data for magnesium self diffusion in spinels (4) and 
the suggested values of 1400 - 1500°C for the initial temperature of the source melt of type B1 
CGIs like E-40 (5). Since the spinel population in E-40 shows two distinct groupings in size, we 
calculate the cooling rates for two limiting sizes ( 10 and 60pm) following the approach of Kaiser 
and Wasserburg(6). These values range from 2OC/hr to 70°C/hr for an initial melt temperature 
of 1400°C, and 10°C/hr to 375" C/hr for an initial melt temperature of 1500" C. These are in fact 
lower limits as they are based on the time required for complete isotopic homogenization. These 
cooling rates, particularly the upper bounds, are much higher than those derived from textural 
and mineralogical studies (3,5,7). Further they are orders of magnitude higher than the cooling 
rate for the solar nebula as a whole,but,are much lower than that for a radiating droplet in the 
low density solar nebula. One is therfore constrained to invoke localized hot and dense region 
in the nebula, that will allow for both partial melting of solids and cooling rates appropriate 
for formation of CGIs. Such A suggestion has also been made from the observations of relict 
spinels in several plagioclase-olivine inclusions, which represent a class of objects in carbonaceous 
chondrites that have probably formed at later time than CGIs(8). The possibility that refractory 
phases found in primitive meteorites could form in localized hot spots in the nebula relaxes the 
requirement of an uniformly hot solar nebula with initial temperature exceeding the condensation 
temperatures of the refractory phases. A low temperature nebula will also be in conformity with 
the theoretical models for the solar nebula. 
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